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Civil Jury Verdicts
Timely coverage of civil jury verdicts
in Mississippi including court, division,
presiding judge, parties, case number,
attorneys and results. Notable results
from the southern region, including
Memphis and New Orleans, are also
covered.

mentally ill man was shot in the face
(he survived) in downtown Jackson by
a deputy sheriff moonlighting as a
M arriott Hotel security guard – this
jury made a general award of
damages (with no delineation between
economic and non-economic
categories) in the sum of $23,000,000
Archey v. Marriott Hotel et al, 08-312
Plaintiff: Dennis C. Sweet, III and
Dennis C. Sweet, IV, Sweet &
Associates, Jackson and Rick D. Patt,
Patt Law Firm, Jackson
Defense: Brett M. Bollinger, Mark W .
Verret and Philip G. Smith, Allen &
Gooch, Metairie for Marriott Hotel
James Anderson, Jr., Assistant City
Attorney, Jackson for City of Jackson
Verdict: $23,000,000 for plaintiff
assessed 70% to Marriott and 30% to
City of Jackson
Court:
Hinds
Judge:
W inston Kidd
Date:
2-16-11
Dale Archey, then age 24 and a
mentally ill homeless man with a sixth
grade education, had a history of
wandering off. Archey did just that early
in the morning of 4-13-07 in downtown
Jackson, his family reporting he was
missing. He was observed walking on a
ramp in the parking garage of the
Marriott Hotel. [The hotel is operated by
an entity known as CP Jackson.]
A security guard, DeW ayne W est,
working for the hotel observed Archey
and attempted to engage him. [W est is a
City of Jackson police officer who was
moonlighting at Marriott.] Archey started
to run away and W est gave chase. A
short distance away and off hotel
property near the Robert E. Lee building
parking lot, W est caught Archey.
As W est attempted to handcuff
Archey, Archey began to struggle and
apparently reached into his pocket for a
weapon. [Archey was unarmed.] Fearing
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that Archey had a gun, W est discharged
his weapon. A bullet struck Archey in the
temple – it exited through his neck.
W hile Archey survived the shooting, the
effect of the gunshot wound to his face
was to break his facial bones and lacerate
his carotid artery.
There was also proof Archey’s mental
illness was exacerbated and he will
require round-the-clock care – he is now
institutionalized and was unable to
provide deposition testimony. A life care
expert for Archey, Barbara Holmes,
valued that care at between $5,000,000 to
$20,000,000. [The high number
represented Archey receiving in-patient
care at an out-of-state hospital.]
In this lawsuit, Archey targeted two
defendants regarding the shooting,
Marriott and the City of Jackson. It was
the plaintiff’s theory that there was no
cause to shoot a slightly built man who
was unarmed and had at best committed
just the misdemeanor offense of
trespassing. Archey’s security expert,
Dennis W aller, Brookfield, W I, discussed
the purported improper shooting by W est.
As presented against Marriott, the plaintiff
alleged negligence – the shooting was also
described as reckless.
Marriott and the City of Jackson were
joined in their defense that W est acted
reasonably when Archey made a sudden
move for an apparent weapon. The
defendants had also sought to introduce
proof that Archey was arrested just a day
before and had a gun taken away from
him. [The court excluded this proof and
other evidence that Archey had killed a
man (and served time) regarding a drug
debt when he was a teenager.]
The defendants diverged in their
defenses regarding who W est was serving
at the time of the shooting. Marriott
postured that as the chase took W est off
hotel property, at the time of the shooting
he had abandoned his security job
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immediately.
Dueitt’s estate filed suit against several
contractors and subcontractors that it
believed were responsible for the failure
to secure the handrail and knee rail
properly. The defendants included
W hite-Spunner as the general contractor,
Livingston Construction as the framing
contractor, and McAdams Vinyl Siding
& Trim, Inc., as the siding contractor that
would allegedly have been involved in
the removal and reinstallation of the rails.
In addition, the estate sued three
companies, Buena Vista Construction
LLC, JPE Construction, and Benitez
Siding and Gutters, LLC, whose alleged
role in Dueitt’s death was not clear. The
two final defendants named by the estate
were Building Materials W holesale, Inc.
(BMW ) and Jerry Reed Trucking (JRT),
which were allegedly involved in the
project as suppliers, deliverers, and
stockers of building and construction
materials, including the delivery and
placement of sheet rock to be used in the
apartments. JRT was a subcontractor of
BMW .
Despite the long list of defendants,
Dueitt’s estate had a simple legal theory.
One or more of the defendants had been
negligent or wanton in removing the rails
and reinstalling them improperly.
The various defendants each argued
they had done nothing wrong and that the
fault belonged to a different defendant.
W hite-Spunner also filed a third-party
claim against Moore Electric Company.
As the case approached trial, many of
the claims settled and the defendants
were dismissed. W hite-Spunner settled
with the estate for $4,000,000.
Livingston, McAdams, Benitez, and
Buena Vista settled with the estate on the
first day of trial for another $1,500,000.
On the fourth day of trial, JPE settled for
$350,000. The third-party claim by
W hite-Spunner against Moore Electric
was also settled.
Thus, the remaining claims for the
Mobile jury to decide were limited to the
estate’s claims against BMW and its
alleged agent or subcontractor, JRT.
JRT did not appear at the trial or present
any defense. Nonetheless, the jury
returned a verdict in favor of JRT and a
verdict of $150,000 for the estate as
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against BMW .
The court accepted the verdict and
entered a consistent judgment. However,
the parties’ dispute continued. The
estate sought a new trial on the ground
that JRT had failed to present any
defense and that the considerable
evidence against it was thus
uncontroverted and undisputed.
According to the estate, the totality of the
evidence showed with virtual certainty
that Jerry Reed of JRT, or one of his
crew, last installed the defective
guardrails on Building 10. A verdict in
favor of JRT as the agent of BMW , but
against BMW , made no sense.
For its part, BMW thought that it
should not have to pay any of the
judgment to the estate because it was
entitled to an offset based on the
previous settlements of its co-defendants
totaling $5,850,000. It moved to enforce
this setoff. At the time the AJVR
reviewed the record, the court had not
yet ruled on either post-trial motion.

A Notable New Orleans, LA Verdict
M arine Negligence - In a bizarre
offshore incident, the plaintiff was
killed when a co-worker accidentally
discharged a pistol while showing it to
the plaintiff
Beech v. Hercules Drilling, 1:10-146
Plaintiff: George W . Healy, IV,
Gulfport
Defense: David S. Bland, LeBlanc
Bland, New Orleans, LA
Verdict: $1,194,329 for plaintiff
(Bench Verdict)
Federal: New Orleans, Louisiana
Judge:
Carl Barbier
Date:
3-24-11
Keith Beech, then age 31, was
working offshore on 12-13-09 for
Hercules Drilling. He was a crane
operator on a drilling vessel. Following
a long day in the midst of a 14 day hitch,
Beech and a co-worker (Michael
Cosenza) retired to a lounge.
Beech was considering buying a
weapon for his wife who was often home
alone. Cosenza had brought a gun
onboard and prepared to show it to
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Beech. [This was against company rules.]
Cosenza had hid the gun in his locker.
As Cosenza pulled the gun out of his
pocket, he bumped it with his hand. The
gun discharged and Beech was struck in
the head. He died thirty minutes later.
[There was very limited proof of
conscious pain and suffering.]
Cosenza initially panicked and threw
the gun overboard. He even made up a
story. However he quickly recanted and
told the truth. There was no proof or
suggestion that there was ill will between
Cosenza and Beech – the shooting was an
accident.
In this Jones Act lawsuit, Beech’s estate
(representing his wife and minor son)
sued Hercules Drilling and sought money
damages regarding the negligent shooting.
The plaintiff argued that while the
shooting took place after work hours and
in the vessel’s lounge, there is never really
any “off-duty” time offshore. At any time
it was noted, Beech and Cosenza were
subject to recall.
Hercules Drilling took an opposite
position – that is, at the time of the
shooting, Beech was certainly off-duty.
W hen he was shot, Beech was sitting on a
couch watching television. The court
considered the matter as one of first
impression in the 5 th Circuit. Barbier
resolved the on-duty question for the
plaintiff.
This case was tried before Judge
Barbier without a jury. Barbier found for
the estate and awarded $876,997 to the
wife and $317,332 to his surviving son.
There was no award for pain and
suffering. The court also rejected any
apportionment to the decedent. The
verdict totaled $1,194,329. A consistent
judgment followed and Hercules Drilling
has appealed.
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